RULERS OF THE WORLD
by William Thomas
with “Deep Pockets”
This work is excerpted verbatim from interviews with a former foreign exchange trader, which I
conducted from 2001 – 2004. I was initially interested in an insider's knowledge of the Carlyle Group –
the giant “war for profit” investment firm, which along with mega transnationals Halliburton and
Bechtel, drove the Bush-Cheney war wagon. And now Obama's.
But our conversations went even deeper, to the “they” everyone talks about, but few civilians know.
Transcribing those transcripts into a prose-poem distills everyday world rule into modern haiku. When
read in stanza-length gulps, a hauntingly evil perfection reveals itself as the world's longest-running
domination scheme: the printing and manipulation of national currencies.
The words in plain type below are the voice of “Deep Pockets”. (All words in parenthesis are mine.) I
took out my source's quote-marks to help it flow.

RULERS OF THE WORLD NOT ON YOUR TV
Politicians are just talking heads,
Who do what they’re told
Money puts them where they are
Money makes them do what they want
(Think corporations rule?)
Young money brokers just laugh
At big shot CEOs,
They’re nothing because the banks run ‘em
The bank decides how big a company gets
How much power it has
No questions
Period
Give me a billion,
I’ll let you trade on the foreign exchange,
Ten billion, I’ll give you a float of 10 –
So even the big guys get owned
As they increase risk
THE HUB
The hub of the wheel is the financial hub,
Everything else is just plugged into it
The volume of money that moves is so preposterous
In most people minds it's like astronomy –
So big and so far away

The money markets put me into astronomy
Because it was the only way I could get a perspective
It's like they’re runnin’ on the moon and looking at the Earth
They run the world
THE REAL PLAYERS
The real players
Who largely dictate our lives
We never see, never hear from
They live in a world
Different from everyone else
They run the world
They own it and they run it
Because they print the money
The guys with the gold make the rules
It’s the oldest rule in the world
It’s been going on for a long, long time
A FEW BIG FAMILIES MAKE MONEY ON EVERY SALE EVERYWHERE
The families controlling the currencies
Decide the fate of America
They own the game
Wait ‘till you find out who runs the banks:
The Royals, the Bank of England, Australia Reserve
The federal reserve system is basically a huge front
The guys from the RBs (private Reserve Banks)
And the big banks –
All going out and having lunch together
All the treasurers of all the banks are mates
All the banking in the world is controlled from
England, Switzerland, Germany –
That’s where the currencies are controlled
No one has ever thrown one bomb at Switzerland
Not one
The big banks do things together
You’ve got senior dealers, and you’ve got senior treasury people all going out
Through their whole career, they only move from one broking shop to another
Or from bank to bank – an old boys club
There’s plenty of brokers that have moved over into banking:
(They tell their money traders:)
Push it below there, and then we’ll come in
And the brokers? We’d get together with $2,000 lunches
And just talk shit

FX
(Foreign Exchange traders call it, “FX”
In the movies, the same acronym
Stands for “Special Effects”
Used to create illusions)
Currency traders give the orders
That move the markets
That move the world
$1.5 trillion traded every day
In foreign exchange markets
Up and down ticks in a currency’s value =
Big and small profits
Dave bet Alex the broker – we were drunk as hell one day –
Bet one of the guys from City he wouldn’t swim across the harbour
In his suit
He ran straight out of the restaurant and jumped into the harbour
With his suit on and swam across to the other side
It wasn’t the money
Dave runs over and grabs 20 lobsters out of the lobster tanks
And throws them in the harbour, shouting,
“Be free, be free, be free...”
They just charged us for the lobsters

SPREADING RUMOURS
The foreign exchange –
They create a seed of rumour
That ends up having enough weight
That it pushes the currency
These guys just throw currencies around
Like it’s a fuckin’ beachball
A couple times a week
Street punks are the best at it
It’s survival of the fittest
Kill or be killed
14 guys spread around a table
Each trader has 10 phones
Each phone is linked to 10 other centres
Each with their own brokers
And banks of phones
(Many millions of somebody's dollars
Riding on reflexes, nerve, and timing
Each exchange quick as a knife-thrust
And just as dangerous:)
21-year-olds lookin’ at ads for CEOs of companies –
“Hell, that sounds like a lot of work for not much money”
They're eating a cheeseburger and moved $350 million
Treasury deals it and runs the place
Above them are the owners of the bank
I had six bigger banks
Some guys had 15
They all deal with another centre
That has the same deal going on
And every centre around the world
Has a centre going on
With a product like the Deutschmark,
And they all communicate
And the banks listen to four or five broking shops
And they make the deals around the world
It's the fastest job on the planet
There’s nothing more risky that’s faster, period
It’s the fastest moving product on the planet,
‘cause it’s just numbers

BLOWING UP
Guys blow up
Physically and mentally
Start to cry
Just lose it
I’ve seen guys blow up like a grape –
With the diet and stress from what they were doing
Oh yeah,
Heart attack!
If you’re 35, you’re old in this arena
A FEW DRINKS AT LUNCH
Any country’s economy can be instantly destroyed
Through manipulation of its currency
I go for like $500 lunches and come back
And decide where the economy’s going
You talk about drinkin’ and driving –
We’d never mind drinking and fuckin’ drivin’ the country!
You’ve got one guy in his car in New York
And he’s moving the currency
People have no clue, they have no idea
They always blame someone (else)
The banks move the world
Everyone else just thinks they do (laughs)
They move the sum of the parts,
The currencies
They’re moving big volume
If the bank till at the end of the day is within a mil or so –
It's called balanced
But if you’re overdrawn 13 cents,
They come after you

$100 billion a day in typical transactions
We used to just laugh and say we could
Bring down the whole world
If we all did it at once, we could just toast it
One day someone in New York
Who worked closely with Banker’s Trust
Had too many margaritas at lunch
Got pissed, then stuck in traffic
Decided to smash the Aussie currency to pieces
Sittin' in his car...
DIASTERS REQUIRED
Money brokers say
“Where there’s movement, there’s profit”
No movement
No profits
Any big disaster or movement
Just makes them more money
Disasters are required

“CRASHES”
It’s too dangerous to get skeptical If you miss out on a “sell”, big movements happen –
They call them “crashes”
The market gets flogged to the shit-house
They cause a big enough selloff to trigger preloaded sell-off points,
Executing huge trades
When the currency gets banged like that
Then the stocks get sold off (and someone can buy them cheap)

There’s carnage and tears and blood everywhere
But they don’t care about that
The only thing that came out of the carnage was profit –
Pieces of paper and words and numbers
Nothing is produced
The money movers cause problems
To get the reaction they want
They have close ties to the Carlyle Group
Who have close ties to the banks
They warn a senior banker of a big upcoming transfer
They piggyback on each other and amplify that movement
They run the world
When you move hundreds of billions of dollars
In a heartbeat
It’s easy to fuck with entire countries
Everyone panics
(Huge foreign exchange transactions:)
“That’s gonna send a rock through that country
They must be looking at real estate over there”
SEPTEMBER 11th
(Deep Pockets looked at his TV, thought,)
That’s a good little fireworks display
Just chips in a bigger game...
While you’re all looking up at chemtrails
Or the burning World Trade Center –
Then it’s worked
Don’t look at what’s happening
Look at who’s making money
You’re either in or you’re out
September 11 was nothin’
The war is nothin’
Money is the reason September 11 happened
Not nothing as small as oil pipelines
A “buck” is a million dollars
Traders call half a buck
The “small willie” syndrome
A “yard” is a billion dollars –
(When “Deep Pockets” was 20
The street-kid-turned-money-broker would)
Toss another half-a-yard into the markets

Before lunch
Making millions for his bosses
Before his cohorts finished their first margaritas
He couldn’t really lose
Because the casino's rigged
“I want to move a few yards out of Saudi this afternoon”
“Line ‘em up”
BOOM!
“Next... ”
We’d see the effects in the real world
Three days later
And in the news for months
PARTY WISDOM
(He would go to parties)
Hear from the dwebes:
“The war’s about freedom.”
And he'd say, Oh yeah.
“It’s about oil.”
Oh, okay.
“It’s about our shores. We’re targeted.”
All right.
All the while thinking:
Oh, that’s why it happened.
I thought it was because Jerry
Had too many margaritas
They rigged it like a movie set
Hit Americans right where they had the most impact
Right on the television
Worked great
Fruition of a 10 year plan
Got billions of dollars
Like a bank job
He said, laughing
Iraq was a bank job
They’re gong to make terrorist out of people
Who aren’t terrorists –
Start bombing, start killing my kids
I’ll turn into a terrorist real quick

If that's what you want to call it
I would call it people surviving
You are bombing and killing and maiming a village –
You’re going to have resistance
They’re labeled 'terrorists'
If a bunch of Iraqis decided to come to Oregon
Start shooting people’s kids and blowing things up,
Old Larry from the Vietnam War would mount his M60
On his pickup –
They’d be at it
People without morals
Stressed out
Running the show
Why is Iraq being crushed?
So they can buy it cheap
Then come in to make it more valuable
George Bush is making a fortune out of this
To the guys around him, this is just another deal
No big deal
It’s a formula for mass murder
And they don’t care
BUBBLE WRAP
People like you and me
Are called “bubble wrap”
In banking circles
We are seen as important packaging
For the activities bankers want carried out:
Buying a house with a mortgage
Starting a war with taxpayers' money...
The Falklands, the Iraq war
Were created
They weren’t accidents
The Collective calls it, “urban renewal” –
You get money to build rockets to send into a village,
Then you get more money to go in and fix it
The Carlyle Group’s gonna make billions out of Iraq
And there’s a 4-year old kid in Iraq left with a stick going,
“What was that all about?”

THE OLDEST TRICK IN THE BOOK
It’s the oldest trick in the book
Drop the interest rates so the poor rubes and businesses
Go and hock themselves to the hilt
This creates movement
Things get sold
People go broke
Then the banks jack up the rates
Buy it all back at pennies on the dollar
That's how they run the world
Where’s there’s confusion, there’s profit
That’s set in stone
ROLLING ONE OUT
The boys with the coin are rolling one out…
They put a fuckin’ war president in
By the time they sift through the rubble
We’ll be sitting on a beach earning 20%
There’s always going to be war
Not because the average Joe wants to kill their neighbours
It’s not in anyone’s interest to kill anyone else
What do you get out of it?
You lose your soul
You spend your life aggravated
It’s because a group of people wants movement
They run the whole planet

THE BEST THING YOU CAN DO
Everyone’s buying into it
Buying into what’s not real
Most people will do things for money
Before they’ll do it for any other fuckin’ reason
It just gets back to money
It always does
That’s what they count on
That’s why they have power
Control yourself
Don’t buy into it
Take responsibility for what you know
Take money out of your daily exchanges
And they don’t have power
The best thing that everyone could do
Is basically dismiss all these activities on the planet
As futile acts of profit
And don’t buy into them
See, everyone’s buying into it
And that’s what they count on
That’s why they have power

PRESIDENT GOD
Everyone else so seriously drawn into this
I just giggle
No one’s saying, hey hold on a minute
This whole war thing's silly
Why are we giving so much power
To one deified man?
The guys behind the guise
Are basically having a field day

We need a someone who’s not war
Someone with a sense of being
A sense of humanity
BANKERS
Call us “units”
Our job is to breed,
Consume,
And die
Nothing happens on this planet without bankers
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing gets made or built or developed,
Created or done,
Without banks
Banks decide the top 400 businesses
They decide who’s successful
They get a piece of all the action
And they don’t care what it is
1% DUDES
It's very addictive,
(He said over the phone)
The ultimate power position –
Young guys 20 years-old
Driving around in convertible Mercedes
Sniffin’ cocaine
Prostitutes
Walkin’ through six security doors in the morning
Serious guys in suits
What a joke
Going to their parties:
Naked women, orgies in the hot tub,
The best food you can think of –
Guys downstairs snorting lines of cocaine
On the bonnets of their Mercedes
There’s some nice shiny shit parked in the garage
Below the banks
People are in Disneyland
They don’t understand the world
These guys live in:
New houses that just have beer in the fridge
And all these new shirts hangin’ up in the cupboards
And a television

(One time he and S. from the bank were walking back)
And S. bought a 24-foot speedboat on American Express
“Oh Christ, I smacked me Gold Card today at lunch,
I bought a boat.”
These guys don’t get three dollars an hour increases
They get chunks,
Shares,
Home loans for peanuts,
Also great leverage for borrowing
And they just own ‘em
Once he builds up his lifestyle to his earnings –
Then he’s fucked
He can’t go and do anything else
STIFFIES AND TEARS
Money brokers say, there are only “Stiffies” and “Tears”
You want to make sure
You’re the one who’s got the stiffy
And they’re the ones with tears
In the money market, you don’t give a fuck
No nation or creed –
You’re above it all
What a weird place to live your life
It wasn’t a world I wanted
It wasn’t rewarding in the deepest sense of your soul

CRYING
I’m crying, he said
Why?
I don’t know
Every time I talk about this
I start to cry

PUTTING DOWN THE PHONE
(Deep Pockets couldn’t handle the greed
Or the guilt)
After five years in a windowless room
Behind six locked doors
Put down his security keys
Walked through those six locked doors
Past two security guards
Told his buddies he’d served with every day
For five years under fire,
I’m putting down the phone
They looked at him
Like he was speaking Martian
I’m going, he repeated
What are you gonna do? they asked him
I’m gonna get my backpack and travel around the world
I’ll be all right
I can swim down 60 feet and spear a fish anywhere in the world
And I know how to grow fuckin’ vegetables
What are you gonna do if something happened
And it stopped?

